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INTRODUCTION

The Shoulder Arc Project developed an advanced
prototype of a modular shoulder exercise device
for stroke and paralysis patients.

Snow Brothers, LLC

The Shoulder Arc Project developed an advanced prototype of a modular shoulder exercise device for stroke and paralysis
patients. This was done in coordination with clinical partner Swan Rehabilitation with manufacturing assistance from ASU's
Herberger Institute Prototype/Modeling Shop and Snow Brothers LLC.

PROBLEM

Nearly all tasks require
shoulder movement.
Exercise needs mechanical guidance
while leaving control with the patient
and therapist.
Flexible device for use in many positions.

Even the simplest personal tasks require shoulder movement. These include eating, washing, grooming and using the telephone.
With stroke a patient's basic motor skills in moving the upper arm must be relearned. To exercise the injured shoulder requires a
device that provides guidance while leaving control with the patient and therapist. The solution needs to be flexible enough to be
used sitting, laying supine, face down or side-laying by patients with a wide range of body types and ability.

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

Existing Solutions either require the user to be
sitting or only exercise along a single line.

Swan current arm
exercise equipment

Here are existing solutions to the problem of exercising a paralyzed shoulder. The original solution presented to our design team
was a straight bar that soon fell out of the person's natural arc of movement. Other's include the mounted SAI solution that requires
a user to sit upright. This kind of late care is contra-indicated in recent stroke research that focuses on whole-body movement early
in rehabilitation.

OUR SOLUTIONS

Design spirals

First prototype in construction

First prototype been tested
by PT Lara

Swan current arm exercise

From the original device that Lara demonstrated we generated several design paths that led to a simple, mountable arc with a
variety of handle attachments. The first generation is a simple arc with sliding handle. The second generation is a modular system
that includes removable feet for laying on the back and as a stand. It can use several handles including our prototype telescoping
handle and the grip-assist glove.

DETAILS

Current handles made
from found objects
Feet are laquered plywood
Sliders are shaped PVC
and ABS
Arc is CNC bent 1”
aluminum tubing

The current handles are made from found objects, hardware and PVC sliders. The telescoping handle uses standard adjustable
heavy cable ties to provide dimensions. The exhibited handle offers 270° rotation and can be switched with others using simple
threaded screw adapters. A simple tubular slider enables other handles and devices to be attached. The arc's feet are cut plywood
and epoxy-like covering. The arc itself was bent and welded on Snow Brothers CNC tube bender.

FUTURE OPTIONS

New handles, slider elements and
feet are a possible series of upgrades
to the current Arcs.
Further, new Arc devices based on
the same principles can be developed.

Further development could be conducted in the handle, slider element or new feet. Elements could be CNC, 3D printed or formed
with blow-molding into the needed shapes.
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